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may be, Kevin leads a team that is

continually challenging the

paradigms, which govern

organizational growth. 

It is my view that they are fortunate

to have such a strong leader. Kevin

has a complete view of the sales

management challenge - in abstract,

conceptual and pragmatic terms.

Sales Management Training
Open Enrollment Seminar

October 9th and 10th, 2013
Peppermill Resort, Spa & Casino
Reno, NV

Sales Coaching & Leadership
Program Agenda

� Day 1: 8:00-5:30

The Power of the Sales Leadership
Mindset
Overcoming the 8 Sales Rep Instincts

that Can Cripple a Sales Manager’s

Success

� Why there’s such a huge

disconnect between salespeople

and sales managers on the

definition of “Sales Coaching &

Leadership”

� The importance of self-evaluation

Define Your Vision for Sales
Performance
Identify 3 strategies you can use to

engage your team in pursuing your

vision

� Where is your team now? Where

do you need to take them? Why

aren’t you there now?

� Ten strategies you can use to get

faster buy-in from your team

Take Control of Your Time
Take charge of the agenda to

maximize your impact

� What keeps you trapped in the fire-

fighting mode

� How to separate the important

from the urgent

� 7 deadly sales management time

wasters – and how to control them

� “Triage” your time to maximize ROI

on your coaching investment

Field a Better Sales Team
Essential steps for implementing a

new team culture

� High expectations are the key to

everything

� Define your team’s “Performance

Profile” – have you been missing

something?

� How to re-purpose your

Performance Profile to improve your

hiring processes

� The interview: How to spot eagles

vs. turkeys

� Fast-starting your new hires

� Day 2: 8-4

Communicate for Results
The effectiveness of every skill and

strategy you implement depends

upon communication

� Limitations that may be hindering

your effectiveness as a communicator

� What salespeople do that bothers

you – and why

� How to vary your communication

style – and become a more superior

communicator

C.O.A.C.H. for Success
The pivotal process for achieving

extraordinary individual and team

results

� The 10 biggest mistakes sales

coaches make

� How to diagnose a performance

problem

� Applying the C.O.A.C.H. model in

role plays

� How to develop sales skills &

process mastery

� Assessing sales process

deficiencies

Motivate & Energize Your Team
The art of removing obstacles and

pushing the “hot buttons” that matter

� How to identify de-motivators with

your leadership style

� Drive the 4 sales rep motivators

Finalize Your Action Plan
� The Sales Manager’s Planning Tool

Our program is one of the most

comprehensive sales management

training seminars available, focusing

on the seven critical skills your sales

managers need to create an elite

high-performance sales team.           �

For further details, please visit Here

I have to say that if I were creating

criteria prior to selecting a training

organization – specifically for sales

leadership development – my first

priority would be experience: That is

time spent leading troops on the front-

line, and Kevin Davis satisfies that

criteria perfectly. He has waded in

blood and guts and smelt the cordite.

When he coaches, consults and

develops, he does so from a “been

there, seen it, done it” position of

authority, and people listen.

If you take even the briefest of

glances at the agenda for his

upcoming two day seminar, you will

immediately recognize that his

structure is wholly relevant, and this is

a program that could only have been

created by someone right at the top of

their game. The Sales Coaching &

Leadership Workshop-is a “fast-paced

and well-structured course that

features a comprehensive set of sales

management skills and tools for

maximizing leadership leverage and

results.”

Topics include: 
� The power of the sales leadership

mindset

� Taking control of your time

� Becoming more future focused

� Fielding a better team

� Peak performance coaching

techniques

� Motivate and energize your sales

team

So, a little background information

about the man himself ….

Kevin Davis is the president of

TopLine Leadership, Inc. with more

than 30 years of experience in every

aspect of sales management. Early in

his career, Kevin was a sales

representative, account executive,

sales manager, and district general

manager during a distinguished

career with Lanier Worldwide, a

Fortune 200 company. Frustrated with

the lack of customer focus on most

sales approaches at the time, he

founded his own company in 1989.

Since then, Kevin has delivered sales

management/leadership training to

tens of thousands of sales managers.

Kevin has a second book, Slow

Down, Sell Faster! Understand Your

Customer’s Buying Process and

Maximize Your Sales that breaks one

of the most entrenched myths of

selling: that a faster sales pitch leads

to a faster close. It follows in the path

of his first book, Getting Into Your

Customer’s Head: 8 Secret Roles of

Selling Your Competitors Don’t Know,

which was selected one of the top 30

business books of 1996 by

Soundview Executive Book

Summaries.

Kevin’s formal education includes

a B.A. in Business Administration from

California State University-Chico, and

extensive post-graduate work at U.C.

Berkeley on the subject of

instructional design. Kevin and his

wife, who have two children, live in the

Reno-Tahoe area.

And his Company? You do not

need to dig too far beneath the

surface to discover an organization

that is constantly modernizing – its

approach; its solution offerings and its

thinking. As well worn a cliché as it

There are “so called” experts in sales management
development and then there are “genuine” experts in
sales management development: That statement sums
up the current dilemma facing organizations everywhere
around the globe – who to believe and who to trust.

A Man for all Sessions
Jonathan Farrington interviews Kevin Davis
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Top of Mind

Topline Leadership, Sales Training and Sales
Management Training

To find out more about Kevin, visit:
www.toplineleadership.com/
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� The second Academy level – Internal Sales – went live on July16th, and we are be delivering two
modules per week for five weeks at 1:00pm Eastern (6:00pm GMT)

� Each highly-interactive session is being recorded, so if delegates miss one they can download
and listen in at a time more convenient to them.

� Top Sales Academy is FREE.

Members of our Faculty delivering this program:

� Trish Bertuzzi, jonathan Farrington, Colleen
Francis, Barb Giamanco, Jill Konrath, Ken
Krogue, Kendra Lee, Lori Richardson, Tibor
Shanto and Wendy Weiss.

The Program

Sessions run on Tuesdays and Thursdays from July

16th – August 15th at 1pm EST 6pm GMT.

� July 16th Module 1: “GAP Selling – Engaging

with Status Quo Buyers” Tibor Shanto

� July 18th Module 2: “KPI vs. KP-why? Key

metrics to track your results – before it's too

late!” Colleen Francis

� July 22nd Module 3: "18 Ways to Keep Sales

Momentum Going Through the Summer" Lori

Richardson

� July 25th Module 4: "Solving the Social Selling

Puzzle" Barb Giamanco

� July 30th Module 5: “6 Things You Need to

Know Before You Call Another Prospect” Wendy

Weiss

� August 1st Module 6: “The New Rules of Email

Selling” Kendra Lee

� August 6th Module 7: "Secrets of Prospecting

Ninjas" Jill Konrath 

� August 8th Module 8: "The Power of Sales

Playbooks" Trish Bertuzzi 

� August 13th Module 9: "Inside Sales:

Professional Sales Done Remotely" Ken Krogue

� August 15th Module 10: "The Characteristics of

Top Inside Sales Pros" Jonathan Farrington

Trish
Bertuzzi

Jonathan
Farrington

Colleen
Francis

Barb
Giamanco

Jill
Konrath

Kendra
Lee

Ken
Krogue

Lori
Richardson

Tibor
Shanto

Wendy
Weiss

The Second
Level of Top
Sales Academy

TOP SALES ACADEMY
is sponsored by

This Level is sponsored by

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/join-us/registration/


The digital world—as great as it

is—threatens personal

connections. Humans need face-to-

face contact with others. Even with

whisper-light computing power and

immediate, 140-character Twitter

posts, we are a face-to-face species.

We thrive on interpersonal

communication and being in the

presence of like-minded individuals

working together to get results. 

So, if you want to sell, it’s time to

put down the mouse, step away from

the computer, and actually talk to

people, whatever their language. Your

sales success isn’t determined by the

number of devices that connect you to

the world. It’s determined by the

number of connections you have in

the world—relationships with people

who not only buy from you, but who

provide referrals to other great clients

just like themselves.

Why Opening Your Mouth
Matters 
Sometimes all it takes to get the sale

is a live conversation—not an email,

text, or LinkedIn message, but a good

old-fashioned phone call.

There’s a saying among

salespeople that customers buy with

emotion and justify with fact. If people

don’t like or feel comfortable with us,

they won’t do business with us. The

reality is that you need people to start

liking you within the first few seconds

of your relationship. That’s really all

you have to get off on the right foot.

Fancy gadgets and Facebook

won’t make that happen. But a trusted

referral and a personal connection

will. You make the effort; you win the

client.

Pick Up the Phone and Pack
Your Pipeline
There’s a direct correlation between

your personal connections and your

sales success. Technology powers a

great deal of our businesses and

personal lives. It’s convenient and

makes us more efficient. But it’s

important to remember that people

are the ones who power the

technology. We create it. We use it.

And sometimes we need a break from

it—a chance to talk to a real, live

person.

There is nothing like a handshake,

hearing someone say hello, or seeing

someone smile. Having an actual

conversation in a day filled with

staring at screens, reading emails,

and answering text messages, is

refreshing. Try it. I think you’ll like it. �

This article was written by
Joanne S. Black.

To find out more about Joanne, visit:
www.NoMoreColdCalling.com

But it’s important to
remember that

people are the ones
who power the
technology. We

create it. We use it.
And sometimes we

need a break from it—
a chance to talk to a

real, live person.

Joanne Black
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Our smartest, tried-and-true tool for business
development, lead generation, and deal closing has
always been ourselves. And that’s not going to change
anytime soon—if ever.

Pick Up the Phone,
Bring In the Money
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Emails that needed attention were

highlighted. Maps to the day’s

appointments were pre-loaded on to

your smart phone. Hot coffee with just

the right amount of steamed milk was

placed on your desk next to a list of

the perfect prospects to call.

I’m no Genie but I can come pretty

darn close to turning that last wish into

reality. If you sell products or services

to IT decision makers, much of the

pre-call heavy lifting is done for you by

the good folks at DiscoverOrg (OK,

they are the Genie in this scenario,

not me).

DiscoverOrg is unique in the world

of IT Data companies. That’s because

it operates a 75 person call center in

Vancouver, Washington. Every day,

their college educated analysts make

hundreds of phone calls into IT

departments to gather updated

information and profiles on 250,000 IT

Decision Makers. The extra elbow

grease that DiscoverOrg puts into

their data in the form of human

verification can ensure that you’ll

never have to suffer from BDD (Bad

Data Disease).

How bad is the problem of BDD?

According to Marketing Sherpa, a

marketing research firm, 25-35% of

data becomes inaccurate every year.

The worst part is that you don’t know

which of your records are bad. So

salespeople end up wasting a great

deal of time dialing contacts who have

moved on to other roles or other

companies, and sending emails to

addresses that never arrive to their

intended recipients. 

Henry Schuck, Chief Revenue

Officer for DiscoverOrg, says

“Companies spend a lot of money on

salespeople, yet those people spend

four to five hours a day doing research

on potential companies versus doing

what they were hired to do, which is to

sell the product or service,” Schuck

says. “We let salespeople do sales

[while] we do research.

Their research results in detailed

IT Org chart data for more than

250,000 contacts at more than 16,000

companies. If you suffer from BDD,

this information is just what the doctor

ordered. There is a side-effect

however. DiscoverOrg data tends to

make your salespeople smarter and

more confident when they make calls.

A DiscoverOrg study showed that

75% of IT Executives have taken a

call or attended an event from an

outbound call; 60% have leapfrogged

a vendor who was not in consideration

for a corporate purchase into

consideration. 

Here are just a few of the things

salespeople who use DiscoverOrg will

know about their prospect before they

make the call.

� Who makes the decision

� Who reports to whom

� Which part of the organization is

responsible for buying the types of

things you sell

� The various players involved in

influencing a decision

� The technology they currently use

(or have purchased in the past)

� Their IT strategy and key IT

initiatives

� Emails, phone numbers, and job

titles of the IT contacts

Can you get it this kind of information

yourself? Perhaps, if you hired and

trained a full-time staff of—oh say

about 75—researchers and have

them contact every one of the

companies until a complete org chart

and profile are completed. Then have

them go back and cross-check the

data every 90 days to ensure quality.

That would not likely be a good

investment on your part. However,

paying a relatively small fee to gain

access to that information from

DiscoverOrg would be.                        �

A Magic Genie, Bad Data
Disease and Smart Salespeople 
Wouldn’t it be great if a magic genie snuck into your
office every night and put everything in place for you to
have a productive day ahead?

This article was written by
Nancy Nardin.

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.smartsellingtools.com
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Nancy Nardin

mailto:jim.brodo@richardson.com
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The annual Top Sales & Marketing Awards contest has been created to hail “the
heroes” of the sales and marketing space; to laud those companies and individuals
who have gone that extra mile; who have been unafraid to challenge paradigms; who
have had the courage to pioneer, when others remained wedded to the status quo.
You will find the 2013 timeline over in the right-hand column, but should you require
any additional information, or have an interest in becoming a 2013 sponsor, please
email Jonathan Farrington – jf@topsalesworld.com

The 2013 Top Sales

& Marketing

Awards

The Timeline ...

May 14th

Categories Announced

May 21st

Nominations Invited

November 5th 

Last Date For

Nominations

November 12th 

Judging Panels

Announced

November 17th

Finalists Announced

November 24th

Polls Open

December 13th

Polls Close

December 17th

Live Online

Awards Ceremony

2013 Awards

Categories

� Top Sales & Marketing 
Thought Leader

� Top Sales & Marketing Article
� Top Sales & Marketing

Assessment Tool
� Top Sales & Marketing Blog
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Blog Post
� Top Sales & Marketing Book
� Top Sales & Marketing 

CRM Solution
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Data Provider
� Top Sales & Marketing

eBook/White Paper
� Top Sales & Marketing

Productivity Tool
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Resource Site
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Social Media Site
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Linkedin Group
� Top Sales & Marketing Video
� Top Sales & Marketing 

Marketing Video

You can nominate here �

2013 Top Sales & Marketing Awards
Categories Announced and Now Open for Nominations
2013 Top Sales & Marketing Awards
Categories Announced and Now Open for Nominations
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Not only do most salespeople have

little ability to build value, but even

when they do, they quickly undermine

it with their self-limiting beliefs,

inappropriate behaviors, outdated

experiences, and desire to have a

competitive price. It's as if coming in
with the right pricing will make
them a hero. Unfortunately, it
makes them just like everyone else
and there isn't much value in that.

Referring back to points 1, 2 and 3

for a moment, accomplishing those

milestones requires that you employ a

buyer-focused consultative selling

methodology. I have written many

articles on the importance of using a

consultative approach to differentiate

you and your company from your

competitors and their companies so

that the decision is not based on price.

Despite that, many of the calls and

emails we receive are for help on that

very topic - opportunities that are

about price and only price. Or so our

callers believe. When salespeople

have an opportunity that is only about

price, it can only mean that one or

more of these conditions are true:

� Salespeople did not uncover their

(not yours) compelling reason to do

business with you.

� Salespeople are calling too low in

the organization.

� Salespeople are with someone

from Purchasing.

� Salespeople have not uncovered

the prospect's motivation for needing

the lowest price.

� Salespeople have not asked what

part of the solution the prospect could

live without.

A friend of mine recently saw a sign

that said it all and reminded

employees to think about value. It

said:

QUALITY…
Is like buying oats. If you want nice,

clean, fresh oats, you must pay a fair

price. However, if you can be satisfied

with oats that have already been

through the horse…

That comes a little cheaper! 

There are other factors that could

contribute to salespeople regularly

finding themselves in a price-sensitive

discussion:

� Salespeople aren't comfortable

pushing back and challenging.

Prospects have their way with them.

� Salespeople are too trusting. They

accept what the prospect says at face

value and because the salespeople

don't question it, they can't determine

if the prospects are bluffing and/or

playing games.

There is much more to all of this than

meets the eye. That said, there are

many things that can be done to put a

stop to it:

� Training,

� Coaching,

� Overcoming the weaknesses that

allow these problems to occur,

� Role-playing with colleagues,

� Practice,

� New expectations and guidelines

and/or

� Accountability.

Instead of trying to be a hero by

having the lowest price, why not be a

hero to your company by having the

highest margins? In addition to adding

value for your customer, why not add

value to your company by being its

most profitable salesperson? Instead

of acting like every other salesperson,

why don’t you put yourself on the

spot? Ask, “And would you be willing

to spend a little bit more with me in

order to get your problem solved the

right way, the first time, right now?” If

they say ‘no’, you’ll know you weren’t

very effective at differentiating

yourself and being the added value. If

they say ‘yes’ you are on your way to

becoming an elite salesperson.     �

Instead, value is derived from ones

ability to consistently accomplish 3

milestones:

1. Uncovering the compelling

reason(s) to buy and buy from you,

2. Understanding the impact, ripple

effect and cost of those compelling

reasons, and

3. Positioning yourself and

company as the clear choice to help

with numbers one and two. Then the

salesperson becomes the added

value.

Beyond those three milestones

are several facts:

� The moment a salesperson

attempts to be competitive on price,

any value he or she may have built

is forgotten and can no longer be

leveraged. All the focus is on price.

� Compromising or negotiating on

price sets a precedent. All future

discussions about pricing will be

based on this compromise.

� If a salesperson does

successfully build or create value, or

position himself/herself as the

added value, they must not allow

price to be one of the decision-

making criteria.

� 53% of all salespeople are too

uncomfortable with the subject to

have a conversation about money.

How important is it that your

salespeople have a conversation

about money?

� 33% of all salespeople think that

just $500 is a lot of money. How

much money are your salespeople

supposed to be asking for?

� 40% of all salespeople don't

determine whether their prospect is

able to spend what they are about to

propose.

� 64% of all salespeople make their

own major purchases in a way that will

not support the sales outcomes they

must achieve.

� 86% of all salespeople believe

what their prospects tell them, even

when the prospect is bluffing about

needing a lower/better price or that

the decision will be based on price.

� 52% of all salespeople become

emotional as soon as they hear that

their price may be too high.

� 47% of all salespeople believe that

if they hold their ground on price,

regardless of how they do it, their

prospect won't like them anymore.

These statistics are from Objective

Management Group. What do they all

mean? 

Is like buying oats. If
you want nice, clean,
fresh oats, you must

pay a fair price.
However, if you can

be satisfied with oats
that have already
been through the

horse…

Dave Kurlan

This article was written by
Dave Kurlan

To find out more about Dave, visit:
www.kurlanassociates.com/
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Most salespeople have
little capability to
effectively build value.
Talking about what your
company does better or
differently or telling a
prospect what your value
proposition is does not
build value. 

Selling Value Means There is
No Price Negotiation!
How to Become an Elite Salesperson
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It was 1929, after all. The telephone

had only been invented 50 years

earlier and commercial air travel was

just a decade old. How in the heck

could a tribesman in Kenya, for

example, possibly connect himself to

a politician in Australia? 

Nearly a century later, it’s amazing

how much has changed. Thanks to

social media and online

communication, it’s easier than ever

to connect with people you don’t

know. 

Just look at LinkedIn. 

Yes, your direct network of

acquaintances might only number

300 or 400 people, but let’s

extrapolate it out from there. If one of

your connections has 400

connections of their own, and those

connections have the same number

of people in their networks, think

about how quickly your indirect

network would multiply. 

Why Kevin Bacon Might be
Closer than You Think
The reality about the world we live in

today is that, in spite of rapid

population spikes, we’re closer to

strangers than ever before. And the

world will only continue to shrink more

as we develop new means of

communication and interaction. 

As a salesperson, that should

make you smile. 

Why? Because, as the virtual

universe continues to shrink our real

world, that should make your job as a

prospector and seller far simpler.

Here’s why: 

� Referrals can come from
anywhere. Before, people would only

refer family, friends, colleagues, or

vendors who they knew personally.

Now, referrals can come from people

you’ve never met in-person. 

� Introductions are easier to
make. Instead of relying solely on

cold calling and in-person meetings,

you can now use LinkedIn, Twitter,

and other social networks to start a

conversation with prospects.

� Social groups open the door to
organic interaction. By simply

joining a LinkedIn or Facebook group,

you can immediately tap into a well of

people who get you closer to the

prospects in the micro-segment

you’re trying to reach. 

How to Make the Most of a
Shrinking World
Of course, the sales benefits of social

networking and online

communication are only valuable if

you’re actually doing something to

leverage them. 

And, no, that doesn’t mean just

creating a handful of social media

accounts, populating them with basic

information, and returning once or

twice a month to peruse status

updates and search for a handful of

new connections. 

It means being much more

proactive — searching for and adding

connections that share your interests

and operate in your market;

commenting on specific posts or

pages that are relevant to your

market segment; and engaging

directly with prospects that you have

not yet established relationships with. 

At the end of the day, the goal is to

grow your network. Because the

bigger you’re able to make it, the

fewer degrees of separation you’ll

need to interact with your most

important prospects.              �

When Hungarian author Frigyes Karinthy originally
dreamed up the notion of six degrees of separation —
the idea that any two people in the world could be
connected by as few as five others in their personal and
extended networks — he was labeled a radical futurist. 

Six Degrees of Separation? Not Anymore

This article was written by
Kendra Lee.

To find out more about Kendra, visit:
www.klagroup.com
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Kendra Lee
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breakdown during the delegation

process? Yes, it’s the person who’s

delegating the task. To eliminate

communication breakdowns

permanently, we must take full

accountability not only for the

message we send, but for the

message the other person receives.

And that’s the good news because

now, it’s 100% in your power to create

the outcome you want in every

conversation. 

This frustration that ensues when

your people don’t follow through and

perform the way you expect can be

eliminated by sharpening your

communication and filling in the gaps

that are often left open for

interpretation. Here are the ten steps

to delegate safely and effectively. 

Step 1. Know what the task is.

(Delegate one task at a time.)

Step 2. Have the end

result/desired outcome you want to

produce in mind. This level of clarity is

critical in order to create alignment

around what is expected. 

Step 3. Find the person you need

to delegate to and give them the task.

Step 4. Share with them the

results you desire.

Step 5. Ask and inform them why

it's important. Making someone feel

needed, included and part of the team

helps them do a better job, rather than

simply telling them what to do.

Step 6. What is the advantage for

them to handle this task?

Acknowledge not only their role but

also how performing this will benefit

them. After all, every person, when

asked to do something, try something

or change something is immediately

thinking, “What’s in it for me?”

Step 7. Ask them how they plan on

approaching and completing this task.

. Ask questions such as, "How have

you handled something like this in the

past?" “How would you go about

handling/completing this?” The

answers to these questions will

determine if they are comfortable

performing this task and whether or

not they have the right

tools/information/strategy/knowledge

needed to complete it. Now, rather

than run the risk of being redundant,

you can listen for the gap in their

thinking and solution. Then, simply fill

in the gap or missing pieces that are

needed to complete this task, or share

with them what needs to be refined in

their suggested process. (Caution:

while doing this, be careful not to

sound condescending. I.e.: "So,

repeat back what I just told you.")

Step 8. Determine the exact time

frame that you want the task finished

by. "When do you feel you can

complete this?" This creates

ownership in the person's mind to get

it done, since they are creating the

time line themselves. (If the time they

choose isn't appropriate, ask what

would have to happen for the task to

be completed sooner.)

Step 9. Reconfirm: To ensure,

crystal clear communication and

alignment in thinking, reconfirm what

was discussed. That can sound like,

"Okay great, then you will be able to

have ______done by........ ?" Or "So, I

can expect the paperwork on my desk

by tomorrow at….?" This will eliminate

any costly assumptions or

misinterpretation of the message on

both sides, as well as clarify your

expectations.

Step 10. Most important, make

sure you follow up at the anticipated

time the task was to be completed to

ensure it was done. Otherwise, you

run the risk of sending the wrong

message to your direct report. Now,

your direct report is thinking,  “Well,

since my boss didn’t follow up with

me, it seems this wasn’t that important

after all. I guess it’s okay not to

complete what’s asked of me, since

there’s no consequence anyway.” As

such, you’re giving your people a pass

so they do not have to be accountable

for completing what is asked of them.

Now, they believe that it's okay for

tasks not to be completed!                    �

We all want more time. Many of

us even complain about our

ever-growing workload. Many

managers realize that the secret to

creating more time and reducing your

workload is to let go of the tasks that

someone else can do, aren’t utilizing

your skillset, are not the best use of

your time or are not aligned with your

priorities. Yet, many have a hard time

letting go of tasks that other people

can perform. 

Executives and managers are

often left feeling frustrated when their

staff doesn't perform a task the way

they expected.  Then, quite often,

managers learn the wrong and

dangerous lesson. That is, “If you

want something done right, you have

to do it yourself.” We often lay the

blame on the person we delegated to,

believing they are not competent and

as such, fail to meet your

expectations.

Stop and think about who would

ultimately be accountable for any
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This article was written by
Keith Rosen.

To find out more about Keith, visit:
http://keithrosen.com/

Every manager wants more time and delegation is one
way to create it. Yet, managers often have a hard time
letting go. Become a more powerful and less frustrated
manager by learning these ten simple steps to
becoming an effective delegator. 

10 Steps to Effective
Delegation

Stop and think about
who would ultimately

be accountable for
any breakdown

during the delegation
process? Yes, it’s the

person who’s
delegating the task. 

Keith Rosen
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"Women working in sales roles are the best-in-class at

what they do. Sales is recognised as a major contributor to

accessing C suite positions. A perfect example is IBM’s

Ginni Rometty – she was IBM’s global sales leader before

landing the Chief Executive role, Rometty lived and

breathed sales.

A research of the largest US corporations shows that

62% of women are in staff job positions that provide

service and assistance but don’t directly generate

revenue. These roles very rarely lead to major jobs in

senior management. In contrast, 65% of men on executive

committees hold line jobs associated with revenue

creation. This helps explain why the number of women

CEOs in Fortune 500 companies appears stuck around

3%.

Encouraging diversity in the workplace and on boards

is increasingly seen as a way of making companies

stronger in the modern business environment. One key

area of diversity is encouraging women to enter and excel

in traditionally male-dominated fields. Sales is one such

arena. The Women in Sales Awards has been created to

bring a greater awareness of the need for gender diversity

in sales and in executive leadership teams, as well as help

grow the pipeline of female sales talent and to pave the

way for more women to get on boards.

The Awards has been designed to encourage the

winners to progress to even greater achievements. As part

of the prizes to be won, 9 senior women leaders relevant

to each award category will be invited to mentor the

winners for a year. The winners will also receive one year

free membership with the Institute of Sales & Marketing

Management (ISMM) and one year free coaching from

Sales Drive.

Leaders of vision such as the companies who will be

submitting nominations can provide a yardstick and guide

for building successful generations of future business

leaders.

Fru Hazlitt, Managing Director of Commercial,

Interactive and Online at ITV will deliver the keynote

address at the awards ceremony on the 3rd of December

at the Savoy, London.

Submit your nominations now at

http://www.wisawards.com or call 02074195665 for

more information"

http://resources.onesource.com/category/webinars/
www.onesource.com
https://twitter.com/onesourceinfo
http://www.linkedin.com/company/onesource-information-services
https://www.facebook.com/pages/OneSource-Information-Services/88861806271?ref=hl
https://plus.google.com/112915969792841958588/posts
http://resources.onesource.com/category/blog/
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23B2BU&src=typd


In the latter, the buyer has a choice.

Buying = desired. They don’t need to

buy, but if they want it badly enough,

and have the money and authority to

buy, they buy.

Since the buyer isn’t required to

buy when sellers drive demand,

sellers must be able to take their

priority of making a sale happen, and

make it the buyer’s priority to make a

purchase happen.

It’s not that easy, though, because

you’re nowhere near the buyer’s

priority list when you start.

The key to moving up on a buyer’s

priority list are desire and ownership:

Desire: They really need to want

what you can do for them.? 

Ownership: You need to take

something that wasn’t even on their

radar screen and get them to believe

deeply, “I need to do something about

this!”

Perhaps the most overlooked

strategy for creating buyer desire and

ownership is getting them involved in

the selling process by inviting their

collaboration.

Sellers who win the most sales

collaborate with buyers almost three

times as often as the sellers that come

in second place. In almost every sales

situation, collaboration helps.? 

How to Collaborate in the
Selling Process
Here are 5 steps to engage buyers

through collaboration:

Prepare buyers to collaborate:
Set a meeting that opens the door for

collaboration. For example, you can

set the meeting with the stated

premise of sharing some ideas you

think may be worthwhile to a buyer,

but the ideas aren’t finished and you

need their help to think them through.

This opens the door for their

involvement in the process. Then kick

off the meeting with the right

introduction and expectations,

including asking them to dive in with

thoughts and questions at any

time.?When you engage buyers, the

idea is to invite them to be an active

participant in a process, not someone

who listens to a pitch and then

decides “up or down” on buying what

you’re selling.

Wonder with the buyer: When

sellers create their own opportunities,

they often err on the side of over-

pitching. The seller pitches, hoping to

inspire the buyer. The buyer sits there

disengaged, even when the ROI

seems huge. The problem is often not

in the impact the product or service

can have on the buyer, it’s the

psychological effect of not being

involved enough in the discussion.

Early on, ask the buyer to wonder with

you about possibilities. For example,

you might say:

So it’s happened like this at our

other two client sites. Given what we

discussed so far, imagine for a minute

you implemented something similar,

and it’s 6 months from now. What

effects do you think you might see?

What would the impact be?? 

You mentioned that A and B are

not issues for you, but C and D are.

Imagine for a minute that C and D

disappeared as problems. What

effects do you think you might see?

What would the impact be?? 

This is why we think it’s possible

that you could increase revenue 20%

by getting your marketing engine firing

on all thrusters. We realize, however,

that as much as most company

leaders would want this kind of

revenue increase, they’d be skeptical

that it would actually happen. Why

wouldn’t this work here? What would

the roadblocks be?

Some sellers ask, when they hear

us give this advice, “Doesn’t this

introduce barriers to the sale?” It

doesn’t. Odds are the company would

want the improvements you say are

possible, but they think the risks are

too high.?Get them talking about the

roadblocks in their way and you can

address them. Allow roadblocks to

remain hidden and skepticism to

fester, and the sale dies. You just

won’t know why.?When buyers

answer your questions, you can share

stories of how the problems they see

have been solved at other places. You

can also ask them, “Let’s look at that

last roadblock. How could we fix

that?” Many buyers talk themselves

out of the problems as they start

wonder about the solutions.

Ask incisive questions: If you
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5 Steps to Collaborate with
Buyers in the Selling Process
When buyers buy something, one of two things must be true: 1. They are required to
buy. 2. They want to buy. In the former, they have no choice. Get sued, hire a lawyer.
Buying = required. The lawyer doesn’t need to convince the buyer why to buy legal
services in general, only why to buy them from them.

Mike Schultz

Since the buyer isn’t
required to buy when
sellers drive demand,
sellers must be able
to take their priority

of making a sale
happen, and make it

the buyer’s priority to
make a purchase

happen.



Today's seller needs to understand

how to effectively use social

networking platforms like LinkedIn. At

the same, and perhaps more

importantly, they also need great selling

skills. Unfortunately, great selling skills

are in serious decline. 

In RAIN Group’s report, What Sales

Winners Do Differently, there were 42

factors that separated the winners from

the distant second place finishers.

Among the factors that buyers identified

as being most important to them in

making a buying decision; educating

with new ideas and perspectives,

collaborated with me, listened to me,

understood my needs, connected with

me personally, helped me avoid pitfalls

and crafted a compelling solution were

among the top 10 factors that buyers

cared most about. Yet, in listening to

hundreds of sales calls and

presentations and reading countless

emails that sellers send to prospects, it

is quite obvious to me that most sellers

haven’t bothered to consider that their

sales approach is out of alignment with

what really wins the sale.

Very few educational institutions

offer a degree in Sales, which is

surprising given the financial impact

that sales has on any business. In lieu

of a formal degree, you might expect

that sales leaders insist that their sales

people are formally trained on the

mechanics of effective selling before

turning them loose on unsuspecting

prospects. Yet, very few companies

have a formal sales program that

teaches the right people skills (sales

and technology) and a process that is

replicated consistently across the sales

organization. Most training focuses on

what the company sells and various

internal processes, but not enough

investment is made in the science of

great selling.

Research conducted by Harris

Interactive and Career Builder

discovered that: 

� 1 in 6 sales managers in firms that

have missed revenue goals in the last

year cited a lack of sales training as a

cause.

� 55 percent of sales leaders said

their companies spend $10,000 or less

on sales training annually.

Without training, how do sales people

learn? Mostly by trial and error, and

that’s costly for their employer. New

sales people may shadow a few top

sales performers and or be encouraged

to follow the “best practices” of their

peers, but that’s risky. Top performers

may make their numbers but are you

sure that their selling skills, behavior

and process are what you want others

to model?

Add social media to the mix and

selling becomes a little more complex.

There is an art to navigating in the

social sphere and using social tools to

blast broadcast sales spam will have a

negative impact on your brand and

slow down the ability to achieve sales

goals.

Sales leaders need to ensure that

an investment in skills development

programs for their people, which

include ongoing reinforcement, is

made. Anything less and they risk

leaving revenue results to chance!       �

created the opportunity and asked for

the meeting, it’s up to you to set the

table, set the tone, and define the

platform and agenda for the

discussion with advocacy. But that

doesn’t mean you don’t ask

meaningful questions early in the

selling process that force the buyer to

think, that make the buyer

uncomfortable, and get to the heart of

issues. Examples:

Is inaction on the issue hurting your

productivity and morale?? 

If you know that you need to do

something about it, why haven’t you

all taken action yet?? 

You took action and it failed in the

past, but it seems like you’re

considering doing something similar

again. Why is it going to turn out

differently this time?? 

When I’ve seen similar issues like

yours, such as A, B, and C, it’s usually

a recipe for big problems like X, Y, and

Z to eventually crop up. But you don’t

seem terribly concerned. Could you

make the case for me that X, Y, and Z

won’t happen here?

These questions are not puffball

variety. They’re edgy. They’ll probably

make the buyer uncomfortable. Good.

If the buyer has great answers to your

tough questions, answers that make

you think, “Okay, you don’t need any

help,” then good for you. Now you can

move on to other opportunities. And

good for them as you’ve helped them

see why they’re in great shape

already.?If they can’t knock your tough

questions out of the park, you help the

buyer see that the status quo isn’t

good enough. This means action is

necessary.

Shape the path forward
together: Most of us don’t only sell

one offering. Many sellers have

flexibility in the service or product

package, delivery, and mix they

eventually craft. When the buyer has a

hand in shaping the solution, they feel

a sense of pride in ownership, and

their commitment to seeing it come

alive grows.?You might say, “Given

what we talked about, I think it would

work well to do A, B, and C here, but I

think we have open questions about

some of the details. You mentioned

before that X might get in the way of

implementation. How do you think we

could get A, B, and C done so that X

doesn’t get in the way?”?The buyer

might respond with, “Well, it’s a sticky

one. In my experience, the best thing

to do is…”?Note, however, don’t just

ask the buyer how to move forward

without defining parameters, “What do

you think we should do from here?” is

too open-ended. They might not have

a concept of what to do, and they

might pick something that isn’t the

best choice for them. It’s usually best if

you give them a vision of what you

think is the best path, and then allow

them to shape it with you.

Give the buyer ownership of the
idea: Take, for example, the last point.

The buyer might say, “The best thing

to do is this…” You might already

know that, but don’t say, “Yes, I’ve

been thinking that for much of the

meeting.” Do this, and you snatch the

idea away from them and claim it as

your own. Instead say “I think that’s a

good idea. In fact, I bet it will work.”

This way you allow them to keep

ownership of the idea. When they own

the concept, it increases their desire to

see it through.

Collaborate with your buyers in the

selling process. Not only will you get

on their priority lists and shape their

agendas for action, but the likelihood

they’ll take that action with you will

skyrocket.                                               �

Barb Giamanco

When buyers answer
your questions, you
can share stories of
how the problems

they see have been
solved at other

places. You can also
ask them, “Let’s look

at that last roadblock.
How could we fix

that?” Many buyers
talk themselves out
of the problems as
they start wonder

about the solutions.

This article was written by
Mike Schultz.

To find out more about Mike, visit:
www.rainsalestraining.com/
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This article was written by
Barb Giamanco.

To find out more about Barb, visit:
http://barbaragiamanco.com/
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As I write and talk about frequently, to succeed with
social selling three things are needed: Strategy, Skills
and Execution. This month, I want to focus on the topic
of skills. 

Great Sales Skills
Are Required

Without training, how
do sales people

learn? Mostly by trial
and error, and that’s

costly for their
employer. 



Even if you don't actually manage

anyone, your title pretends you

do. A conductor is a train manager. An

administrator is an office manager. A

technician is an IT manager.

We've all become obsessed with

management. Any self-respecting

executive will now have an MBA, a

shelf full of management books, and a

vocabulary stuffed with "key

deliverables" and "scalable

solutions".

And yet we were able to get

through the industrial revolution

without having any "masters of

business administration" at all.

Nobody thought of management then

- the very word manager wasn't

widely applied to business until the

20th Century.

But at the end of the 19th Century

an engineer from Philadelphia came

along with a very clear idea of what

management was all about -

efficiency.

Frederick Taylor was the world's

first management consultant and his

fad became known as scientific

management.

He believed that for any given

process, there was one best way to

do it. The average worker, he thought,

was pretty dim and hopeless and so

the answer was a rigid system with a

manager in charge of making it

happen.

"It is only through enforced

standardisation of methods, enforced

adoption of the best implements and

working conditions, and enforced co-

operation that this faster work can be

assured," he said.

"And the duty of enforcing the

adoption of standards and enforcing

this co-operation rests with

management alone."

Taylor's beloved time-and-motion

studies were initially used in factories,

but it wasn't long before they reached

the office.

But in the UK scientific

management was never taken up with

much enthusiasm, which was mainly

because, at least until the second half

of the 20th Century, British managers

were pretty much amateurs.

When the British heard of the new

management science being

developed in the US, their response

was to laugh. They had their own

methods of reinforcing the office

pecking order.

The super swanky manager's

office from Barings Bank in the late

1890s is now on display at the

Museum of London.

The elaborate desk has a fine

green leather covering and the floor is

covered in a bright red Axminster

carpet. There are paintings on the

wall and a top hat on the coat hanger.

Something that I particularly like is

that it leaves you in no doubt who is

the most important person in the room

- the manager has a leather swivel

chair, while the visitor has a little chair.

But with the growth of corporations

in the first half of the 20th Century, the

march of management wasn't to be

stopped. And with so many more

managers, some of them need to be

managed themselves - hence the

middle manager.

Being effective in this new role

required a whole new set of skills.

According to the American

sociologist C Wright Mills, a

successful manager had to "speak

like the quiet competent man of affairs

and never personally say no. Hire the

No-man as well as the Yes-man. Be

the tolerant Maybe-man and they will

cluster around you filled with

hopefulness. And never let your

brains show."

Excellent advice all round. The

Maybe-man still fares pretty well in

offices some 60 years later - though

brains have possibly staged

something of a come back.

But back then there was no talk of

diversity, let alone authenticity. It was

all about conformity and hard work.

According to the sociologist

William Whyte, managers required a

range of qualities.

"Today the executive must appear

to enjoy listening sympathetically to

subordinates and team playing

around the conference table," he said.

"It is not enough that he work hard

now, he has to be a damn good fellow

to boot."

As for work-life balance, there

wasn't any. One sales manager

confided in Whyte: "I sort of look

forward to the day my kids are grown

up. Then I won't have to have such a

guilty conscience about neglecting

them."

With the expansion of

management came an equal

expansion in job titles, which were

both a way of labelling people and

cheap way of making status-

conscious men happy.

The cult of management with its

unwritten laws and petty titles was

changing the way outsiders saw

offices. The fictional hero was no

longer the skeletal scribe but a

middle manager working in a world

that could have been invented by

Kafka. CS Lewis describes it in the

Screwtape Letters:

"I live in the Managerial Age in a

world of Admin. The greatest evil is

not now done in those sordid dens of

crime that Dickens loved to paint. It

is not done even in concentration

camps and labour camps. In those

we see its final result.

"But it is conceived and ordered

(moved, seconded, carried and

minuted) in clean, carpeted, warmed

and well-lighted offices, by quiet

men with white collars and cut

fingernails and smooth shaven

cheeks who do not need to raise

their voices." �

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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We've all become
obsessed with

management. Any
self-respecting

executive will now
have an MBA, a shelf
full of management

books, and a
vocabulary stuffed

with "key
deliverables" and

"scalable solutions".

Jonathan Farrington

Who Needs Managers?
Once upon a time there were only workers and owners, but then the age of the
manager dawned. There are now 10 times as many as there were 100 years ago –
what does that tell us?
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Nobody knows precisely
how many blog posts are
made every day in the
“sales space” but it is
probably thousands. 
Each week on Top Sales
World we will publish the
details of the top ten
posts – in our opinion –
and then announce one
winner. The four weekly
winners will battle it out
for the “Top Sales Blog
Post of the Month” title,
and be re-published here
in our Top Sales magazine.
July’s winner was Sales
Benchmark Index.

Top Sales Article
July 2013
Top Sales Article
July 2013

Top Sales Blog Post
July 2013

J U L Y  2 0 1 3

Each week we select the
very best sales articles
from the major article
sites, written by top sales
gurus from around the
world. The overall winner
for July was Todd Schnick.

Don’t Rely On Social Media To
Get Your Content Into Your
Prospect’s Hands

J U L Y  2 0 1 3

I went to a social event this past

weekend. There were about 250

people in attendance.

Stephanie and I, of course, shared

some commentary and photographs

to our various social networks, but

realized later that a majority of the

people in attendance were not active

on those networks.

It was weird for us to acknowledge

that a room full of our contemporaries

isn’t active on Facebook.

Of course, you already know this.

Chances are if you are reading this,

you are at least somewhat active on

the interwebs. But there are still a lot

of people that are not.

But that doesn’t mean they aren’t

active on THE INTERNET. Most

people these days, even cavemen, do

email and can click on a link to view

something on the web.

Here’s the point:

You can tell me that your prospect

isn’t active on Facebook. Or Twitter.

Or LinkedIn. Or Google+. Or blogs. Or

RSS. Or whatever.

But don’t tell me they aren’t active

on email. Or do not have the ability to

view a page on a website via the

internet. Hell, there are more people

with access to cell phones than have

safe drinking water.

Most people use as their excuse,

this notion that their target market isn’t

active on various social networks as a
way to get out of creating digital
content.

They are wrong. And foolish. And if

that’s you, shame on you.

Actively creating educational

content for your customers and

prospects is a WHOLE LOT different

than being “active” on Facebook.

You can still write a blog post, you

can still film a video, and you can still

create an email autoresponder

campaign and send the DAMN LINK

direct to a prospect for their

consumption and education.

I create specific content (this post

included) with the sole intent on

educating a specific person. Once I

publish the post, I email a link (with

additional description and context) to

the intended target. I then follow-up to

see if they have any questions.

I don’t publish to the blog hoping

and praying someone will find it. Of

course, that happens to (but that’s

gravy, and that’s how your audience

grows).                                                   �

Social selling is a technique being

adopted by many B2B sales

organizations.  This technique is an

emerging best practice that helps

Reps make their number. Social

selling addresses the increasing

community of buyers that leverage

social media.

However, company policies

against social media are hampering

many a sales team. In this post, I

outline the 4 main components of

social selling. I’ll explain the first

component, Policy. I even provide a

sample Social Media Policy for Sales.

Four Components of Social
Selling

Policy – It all starts here. Without a

policy to govern social media use,

expect problems and inconsistencies.

Below I go into more detail, including

a story of what could go wrong. HR

Business Partners to sales should

help drive the creation of a policy.

Profile – To be a social seller, reps

need to have compelling social

profiles.  The Sales Force

Effectiveness blog has many posts on

this topic. Simply search on LinkedIn

in the search bar above to review

them.

Reach – Having a great profile

gets a Rep nowhere – the goal is to

expand social reach by building a

usable network. Look for a future post

on this topic.

Referral – Once a rep has a

network of reach, it can be leveraged.

One way to do this is through social

debt that leads to referrals. 

The Policy Problem

Rick was hired 6 months ago into

Bounty, Inc. Bounty is a B2B supplier

to Small to Medium-sized Businesses

(SMBs).  At his previous company,

Rick garnered some success via

social selling. He assumed the same

would work at Bounty.  His early and

often Facebook wins for Bounty were

quickly squashed.  An outspoken

prospect did not like Rick’s aggressive

style. The prospect posted negatively

on Bounty’s Facebook site.  Mary in

Marketing saw the post (during an

infrequent scan of the company

page.) Mary told Connie from HR over

lunch. Connie researched and ....
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How to Kill Social Selling
at Your Company

Read More Here�

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesarticles/week-winner/dont-rely-on-social-media-to-get-your-content-into-your-prospects-hands-by-todd-schnick-2/
http://topsalesworld.com/topblogposts/week-winner/how-to-kill-social-selling-at-your-company-by-sales-benchmark-index-2/


Similarly in sales, professionals

need to be able to think beyond

the accounts they are responsible for,

and to be objective about every aspect

of what comprises their pipeline.

Sounds simple, right? Wrong! Far too

often, sellers make the mistake of

trusting their unchecked assumptions

and are blinded by what might actually

be happening on an account.

Like the musician who performs

without listening, when things don’t get

done the way they should, mistakes

happen, business gets lost, or time is

wasted on deals that aren’t ready to

close.

That’s why in a sales organization,

a detailed pipeline review should be

held at the start of every month. The

best way to do this is to sit down with

someone in your organization who is

capable of looking objectively at a

salesperson’s work and can challenge

some of the assumptions they might

be making about their accounts.

Typically this individual would be a

manager, a VP, a sales coach or a

trusted third party.

A detailed pipeline review is where

tough questions get asked. Sure, it

can be painful, but it is the only way

people can receive an objective view

on everything they need to do to get

things done—in other words, how

much is really expected to close, and

how they are going to get it closed.

Get the facts
Smoke out those false assumptions by

asking questions that go searching for

facts rather than feelings. For every

account, here are key questions that

need to be asked…

� What proof do you have that this

deal will close this month? What

obstacles are still in your way?

� When did you last speak directly to

your client? What did they say?

� What’s stopping them from buying

from you right now? Who else are

they considering?

� What are your next steps? What

other contacts can you make inside

the account to secure this sale now?

� When will you complete those

steps?

Look for the signals
Be on the lookout for answers that

reveal thinking based on feeling and

assumptions rather than facts. A solid

pipeline requires proof that you know

exactly what is happening, based on

direct conversations with the client.

You will not close business based on

assumptions.

Deeper questioning is required

when you get answers that lead with

the following phrases:

� “I think…”

� “Maybe…”

� “Not sure, but…”

� “As I understand it…”

� “I’m sensing that…”

� “I just know…”

Dig deeper
Once you have challenged basic

assumptions, dig deeper and start

asking probing questions about the

facts supporting an account. It’s time

for more rigorous examination when

you hear any of the following about

deals slated to close within a month:

� Account is described as still being

at the qualifying stage or lower.

� Anything less than a 70%

probability to close.

� A lack of clear financial information

attached to the sale.

� Deals slated to close that have a

last-contact date greater than two

weeks in the past.

Those kinds of answers suggest that

the seller is missing important

information about an account or that

the pipeline has not been updated

with accurate information. Either the

seller has to work harder to get

answers and fill in the facts, or

perhaps the deal is not as real as it

was thought to be, and must be

pushed further into the year, or

eliminated from the pipeline

completely.

When you have completed your

review, you will undoubtedly have a

smaller pipeline. But it will be a real

pipeline based on facts rather than

assumptions. You and your sales

professional will also have a plan of

attack for each deal and know exactly

what it will take to get the deals

closed, or moved closer to a decision.

Now the rest of the month can be

spent executing your plan!                  �

Smoke out those
false assumptions by
asking questions that
go searching for facts
rather than feelings. 
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Colleen Francis

Music teaches us valuable lessons we can apply to a
sales organization. An accomplished musician will tell
you that one of the most important skills they need to
have in their profession is the ability to listen to the
music. It’s not enough to just play your instrument. You
need to have a critical ear and listen to what’s going on
around you.

This article was written by
Colleen Francis.

To find out more about Colleen, visit:
www.engageselling.com/
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Pipeline Reviews: Asking tough
questions to close more business
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No matter what role you serve in

your company, sales or technical,

ask yourself: “How visible am I to the

folks making the decision to purchase

my products, platforms and services?”

In the eyes of your customers,
you may be the only face, voice or
email persona with whom they
develop a relationship. You become

the Voice and Brand of Your Company.

The role you serve in your company

may make you an essential piece to

their revenue-generation puzzle. Have

you ever thought about yourself in that

manner?

As the Voice of Your Company,
your ability to communicate and
collaborate with colleagues and
customers becomes a huge
differentiator. What’s in your

collaboration toolkit that makes your

customers see you, and value you,

with “new eyes?”

Regardless of whether you are a
sales person or fulfill a support /
doer role, delivering valuable
outcomes involves more than
delighting customers with your
deliverables. It’s more than

differentiating your company’s

competitive output.

With that type of focus, you can’t

hide inside your cubicle, waiting for the

next in-coming request or lead so you

can “do” or “sell,” can you?

Seeing yourself through your

customers’ eyes leverages a

professional development strategy for

creating demand for YOU: how you

articulate, translate, and transact

business.

This month, call your best five

customers, the ones you enjoy

serving. Discuss an article you read,

related to their industry. Discuss a

trigger event, such as a merger or

acquisition, a change in regulations, or

a new technology. If you don’t regularly

access this type of information,

develop the daily habit of keeping up

with business and financial news. Gain

a business perspective outside of your

own professional discipline and

comfort level.

Take notes on your five customer

conversations. You may find that your

customers are relieved you are not

selling “at” them or asking for another

RFP. In articulating your observations

to each other, you may discover

information about your customer’s

company leading to business

development opportunities. In

translating your technology to them,

your discussion may bring relevant

insight to their business table.

Not every conversation is a selling

conversation. However, adding

collaboration tools and communication

skills to your professional arsenal can

become the fulcrum for business

development, revenue generation,

and differentiation. Your customers

may “see” you in a completely

different light.                                       �

This article was written by
Babette Ten Haken.

To find out more about Babette, visit:
http://salesaerobicsforengineers.com/

Our focus as Sellers, as well as Doers, should always be
on the customer. Having a laser-focus on our customers
involves making certain they, in return, acknowledge the
value of the outcomes we deliver. In creating mutual-
recognition and appreciation, let’s develop your ability
to see yourself through the eyes of your customer.

Regardless of
whether you are a

sales person or fulfill
a support / doer role,

delivering valuable
outcomes involves

more than delighting
customers with your

deliverables.

Babette Ten Haken

See Yourself through
Your Customers’ Eyes
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� all salespeople need a foundation

or sales process to follow, whether it is

IPG’s R.E.A.L.tm Selling or another,

and then accessorize it with ongoing

training, info that is online or via

coaching

� salespeople need to be socially

fluent to leverage connections and

resources that are online, but that is

only the beginning of the sales

process

� the quality and experience of the

coach matters. Just because people

have a nice website or blog doesn't

mean they are really good at selling or

coaching.

� salespeople need to be skilled at

each stage of the sales process, NOT

JUST THE BEGINNING OR LEAD

GEN part which is woefully overlooked

� salespeople and managers need

individual coaching to supplement and

support their current skill level and

sales methodology

� any work needs to be customized

to the client via strong research and

development prior to delivering the

program

� selling is a process, including

understanding a customer’s buying

approach. It has multiple stages with

multiple skills that need to be

mastered.

Jonathan’s background
includes:

� developing R.E.A.L. Selling which

has been delivered to over 16,00

people

� ranked as one of the Top 50

bloggers 2012

� featured in TSW, in interviews with

Mary Pohl and as a guest panelist in

sales 2.0

� given an 87.5% Linkedin Customer

Satisfaction poll 

� running his own business for 18

years

� 2 books on selling “The

Entrepreneur’s Guide to Selling” and

“Using Technology to Sell”

� working with some of the largest

companies in the world and some you

have never heard of

� being able to see what others don't

in a sales situation

� working with executive

management, 1st line managers and

individual sales contributors

� coaching as the best way to get

individual results

� integrated R.E.A.L.tm Selling with

SF.com with White-Springs

� using virtual training since 1994

with video conferencing

� being a founder of Phinkit – a social

website in UK

� blogging weekly

� top sales person and manager

company wide or industry wide in his

corporate life prior to founding IPG.  �

Focus On
Jonathan London

You can buy Jonathan’s book HERE
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In The Spotlight

Jonathan works with SMB, individual salespeople and
managers. In today’s world, he believes:

http://www.amazon.com/Using-Technology-Sell-Tactics-Ratchet/dp/1430239336
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Solving the Social
Selling Puzzle

The New Rules of
Email Selling

6 Things You Need to Know
Before You Call Another

Prospects

18 Ways to Keep Sales
Momentum Going Through

the Summer

Barb Giamanco �� Kendra Lee �� Wendy Weiss �� Lori Richardson ��

Top Sales HardTalk Interviews

How to Self-Program For
Leadership

How to Obtain More
Referrals

How to Deliver a Winning
Presentation

How to Become a Top 5%
Player in the Game of Sales

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

How to Guides

Do you Lose with Dignity? Will 2013 Be The Year
You Finally Leave Your

“Comfort Zone?”

Introducing
S.C.O.T.S.M.A.N

Presenting? Get Those
Butterflies to Fly in

Formation

Here �� Here �� Here �� Here ��

Sales Team Development Sessions

An Epiphany of Almost
“Damascus Highway”

Proportions

Let’s Get Real About
Social Selling

Don’t Just “Work Smart” –
Work Smart on The

Right Things

Is Your Sales Team
Configured for Success?
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Leadership Skills

Top Sales Management Highlights
July 2013
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ever admit. Now, a sales person can

create a lot of value by engaging with

the stakeholders very early, ideally

before the problem occurred or they

are aware of the problem's impact.

That's about sharing insights how to

solve such a challenge, why they have

to change now, to achieve their

desired outcomes. Value creation from

a sales perspective is also to provide

context, to put things into perspective

and to create a shared vision of

success, a buying vision, a big picture,

the whole stakeholder landscape can

agree on. 

What makes the difference in the

buyer's eyes? The creativity, the

passion, the empathy, the 

commitment, the attitude of the sales

person, the value that was created so

far for the buyers – all

intangible things. Art makes the

difference, but based on a solid

foundation of science and

craftsmanship.

Let's sum it up:
� Transactional selling: There is way

more science and craftsmanship than

art, due to the fact, that there is no

longer an asymmetry between buyer

and sellers. Success factors are

efficient processes to create most

effective results. Art is just icing on the

cake.

� Complex selling: Science and

craftsmanship are the foundation, but

art is the critical success factor in this

scenario. It's not about detailed

processes and check lists, but about

customer journey oriented milestones

and core principles, that empower

sales people and their managers in

complex situations, and keep them

accountable for their decisions and

outcomes. Art in this context is

creativity, imagination, bravery,

boldness, passion - all the intangible

skills and talents and a certain attitude

of a sales person to own and to fight

for the customer's outcomes. 

What does it mean for sales
enablement?
In a transactional sales system, the

world is complicated, but not complex

and enablement is focused on science

and craftsmanship. In a complex sales

system, science and craftsmanship

are a foundation, but enablement has

to achieve more – to equip artists to

make a real difference for the

customer. So, enablement in a

transactional environment is focused

on scalable efficiency, but a complex

sales system requires more, it requires

also scalable learning to make a

difference. Examples:

Sales content, based on content
management framework:
� In a transactional sales system,

the content supports standardized

product and services, mapped to

customer challenges, tailored to

buyer profiles – and can be

automated in structured playbooks

along the sales process, stage by

stage. The need to customize

content is low; it's already tailored to

the defined predictable number of

typical buyer roles.

� In a complex sales system,

content tailoring can get very complex

along the customer's journey, telling

the story from the customer's

perspective and in different vertical

colors. Content for different “why

change now” scenarios is critical for

success, tailored for a different set of

stakeholders to create a shared vision

of success. 

Skill development:
� In a complex sales system, there

are many more sales roles to be

equipped than in a transactional sales

system. Also, the focus is different:

products and solutions are only a

foundation. 

� People in a complex sales system

need business acumen, investment

rather than efficiency thinking as well

as principles how to navigate a

complex customer stakeholder

network, how to analyze the

customer's specific challenges, how

to create a shared vision and how to

map the own capabilities to specific

situations. 

To sum it up – enablement in a

transactional sales system is focused

on tangibles, enablement in a

complex sales system has a stronger

focus on the intangible things, and on

everything we call “art” - to make a

real difference at the customer.          �

This article was written by Tamara Schenk.
To find out more about Tamara, visit:
http://blog.tamaraschenk.com/
http://de.linkedin.com/in/tamaraschenk
http://twitter.com/tamaraschenk
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Tamara Schenk

Let's define, what we are talking

about: Science is defined as “a

systematically organized body of

knowledge on a particular subject” and

craftsmanship as “the quality of

design and work shown in something

made by hand”. When it comes to art,
we should build on Seth Godin's

definition: “Art is anything that's

creative, passionate, and personal.

And great art resonates with the

viewer, not only with the creator.”

Isn't that perfect for selling?

Selling is based on e.g. knowledge,

skills, talent, experience and attitude.

Knowledge covers e.g. knowing the

customers and their challenges,

knowing the own capabilities, knowing

sales processes and selling

methodologies. Knowledge is the

foundation of what and how we are

selling. 

Skills are the ability to do

something well. Then, it's about talent

and attitude. If people have more

talent regarding certain skills, they will

develop mastery with ease, if their

attitude is accordingly. Not only in

sales, the own attitude is where it all

begins. Additionally, selling means

experience, intuition, gut feeling and

the list goes on... We are talking about

tangible and intangible things.

Now, let's look at different selling

scenarios: 

� Transactional: Let's recap the

crafted sculpture, a book, a software

license, or a well-defined service. This

kind of business is processed with

inside sales teams, on line and often –

without sales. But with customer

service (see also Dan Pink's “To Sell Is

Human”). The customers drive this

process; they find everything they

need on line. Maybe, they contact the

customer service hotline more often

than the sales team. It's a

standardized, very efficient, optimized,

sequenced process. In this sales

scenario, we are talking more about

science and craftsmanship, not so

much about art.

� Complex: Let's look at an

outsourcing deal. The customer's

stakeholders may all have the same

challenge to solve, but they usually

have different responsibilities and

different viewpoints how to get there,

and they are measured differently.

Even though these stakeholders

analyzed a lot on line, very often, they

are more confused than they would

Art, Science and
Craftsmanship in Sales -
What Does It Mean For Sales Enablement?
Picture this - a sculpture from Michelangelo and a sculpture from a craftsman! In both
cases, a lot of knowledge, skills, experience and attitude on how to work with marble
or bronze are necessary. One produces sculptures; the other creates a piece of art. Isn't
the difference something that makes Michelangelo's sculpture more meaningful, isn't
it the "je ne sais quoi" that's touching people and they cannot say why?
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How much are referrals worth to you?
THE VALUE OF REFERRAL SALES
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$11.5K 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Quarter Ending 
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COLD CALLING 
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AVG SALES/USER/YR 
(@ $6,500 per referral) 

JENNIFER DEROIN
Business Development Director
Nichols Group

“We are a professional services business where trust 
and relationships matter. We get exceptional sales 
results with 22 Touch. It’s dignified, simple to use, 
and creates a steady stream of referred business.”

- JENNIFER DEROIN

Turn contacts into relationships 
and relationships into sales.
Relationships are the key to a successful life and business. Use 22 Touch to connect on 
a personal level with the people who matter. Whether they’re prospects, referral sources 
or current customers, we turn contacts into relationships and relationships into sales.

“22 Touch is an extremely cost-effective and time-efficient way to automate a 
high-touch prospecting system to acquire clients and build your business. I 
highly recommend it.” 

– BILL BACHRACH, CEO
  Bachrach & Associates, Inc.

“22 Touch provides me with the structure I need to connect with my important 
relationships.”

– STEPHEN HOOD
Financial Advisor

“In first month of using 22 Touch I received 4 referrals. It has made a positive 
impact on how I build trust with my prospects and helps me achieve my sales 
goals.” – BARRETT WHITTINGTON

Payroll Services Sales Manager

www.22touch.com
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90-Day Money Back
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90-Day Money Back
GUARANTEE
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for a fast start

Easily upload 
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Automatically schedules
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3
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a total failure.

An example of all-or-nothing

thinking is the representative who,

because they do not have the time to

make 100 dials in a day, make no calls

at all.

The key to changing this behavior

is to help the representative set

reasonable goals for the number of

calls that can be accomplished on a

daily basis. If the goal is not

manageable, the representative will

not make any calls, so take into

account the representative’s other

responsibilities. It is much better to get

that representative to make a handful

of productive dials every day than it is

to wait until the day the representative

has time to make 100 calls.

2. Overgeneralization
Overgeneralization is a matter of

seeing a single negative event as a

never-ending pattern of defeat.

People who overgeneralize use words

such as “always” or “never:” “Cold

calling never works for me.”

“Prospects always reject me.”

The key to helping a representative

overcome overgeneralization is to first

point it out to them and then challenge

them to eliminate the words “always”

and “never” from their vocabulary. 

If they eliminate those words, the

most they will ever be able to say is

that a particular call didn’t work or that

a particular prospect said “no.” Over

time this representative may begin to

be able to distinguish between the

successful calls and the less-

successful calls.

3. Jumping to conclusions

Jumping to conclusions is about

interpreting things negatively when

there are no facts to support the

negative conclusion. There are two

categories here:

Mind reading: Representatives

arbitrarily conclude that someone is

reacting to them negatively, with no

evidence to back that up. An example

is the representative who, when told

their prospect is in a meeting,

interprets this to mean that the

prospect does not want to speak with

them or that the prospect is not

interested.

Fortune telling: Representatives

predict that things will turn out badly,

claiming (again, without evidence) that

prospects “are not interested,” or “I’m

bothering them,” or “They’ll probably

say ‘no’,” or “They probably already

have a vendor.” In the representative’s

mind there is no reason to call

because they’ve already predicted

what will happen.

Mind reading and fortune telling

are very, very common in prospecting

situations. Sales representatives may

tell you in great detail what their

prospects (whom they’ve never met or

even had a conversation with) are

thinking and what their prospects are

going to do. When you have a

representative who is prone to

jumping to conclusions, do a reality

check with them. Ask, “How do you

know?” Make the representative

explain in detail why they are so

certain that the prospect does not

want to speak with them. Ask, “Is it

possible that your prospect really is in

a meeting?” 

This type of thinking will not

change overnight, but if you

consistently help your representative

check reality before drawing

conclusions, it will go a long way

toward helping your representative

succeed.                                                  �

To find out more about the other
forms of “Twisted Thinking” and
how to help your team overcome it
and get prospecting, I invite you to
download my new, complimentary
eBook, “A Practical Guide to
Getting Sales Teams to Prospect.” 

I’m recommending a book about

depression to my client because the

book is really about cognitive

behavioral therapy and is a

commonsense look at changing the

way people think (“cognition” means

“thought”), and thus changing their

behavior.

In The Feeling Good Handbook Dr.

Burns lists forms of “Twisted Thinking”

that occur when people are

depressed. My years of training and

coaching sales professionals have

made it clear that they too can fall into

these twisted ways of thinking—

especially when it comes to

prospecting.

If your team members are caught in

any of these twisted forms of thinking it

will negatively impact their ability to

pick up the phone and successfully

pursue prospects. You can judge for

yourself. The following is a partial list

of types of “Twisted Thinking” from

The Feeling Good Handbook, with my

paraphrases and sales-related

illustrations of each. 

1. All-or-nothing thinking

All-or-nothing thinking is black or

white. If a situation falls short of

perfection, even just a little bit, then it’s
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If your team members
are caught in any of
these twisted forms

of thinking it will
negatively impact

their ability to pick up
the phone and

successfully pursue
prospects. 

Watch Out for Twisted
Thinking on Your Team
One of my favorite books to recommend to clients is The Feeling Good Handbook by
David D. Burns, M.D. This is a book about depression. The subtitle is: “Overcome
depression, conquer anxiety, enjoy greater intimacy.”

This article was written by Wendy Weiss.

To find out more about Wendy, visit:
www.coldcallingresults.com
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Wendy Weiss

https://wendyweiss.infusionsoft.com/go/CCMANAGERS2013/TSWMagazine/
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A meaningful network

Sales professionals across industries

will tell you that there is a lot more

business value in their network over

a purchased “lead list.” Every day

social media is proving they are right.

Social selling leverages your

sales force’s network by sharing

meaningful content, on a social

media network like LinkedIn, to bring

your company’s solution to the full

attention of prospective clients, early

on in the process, when a client is

defining requirements and exploring

solutions.

No need to know everyone

For social selling to work, it is not

required for the sales force to have a

personal connection with every

prospective client. Social networking

is designed to take place in the

second degree of your network. As

long as sales professionals have

between 200 and 500 relevant

connections, success can be

achieved.

What does social selling
entail?
A recent blog post by Mark Schaeffer,

titled The fundamentals of a social

selling campaign, identifies the

elements of success during this stage:

� Meaningful content

� Engaged relationship

� Authenticity and sincerity in your

willingness to help a client

It is important to recognize that should

be seen from a client’s perspective, a

client who has a problem that needs to

get resolved. What content is

meaningful to him/her? What does

he/she considers to be helpful?

Social selling is not
marketing
Today most organizations rely on

marketing to manage social media.

Marketing properly uses the

company’s social media network and

places meaningful content at watering

holes frequented by prospective

buyers, such as blog sites and

LinkedIn groups. The results of these

campaigns lead to increased

awareness, measured by impressions

and engagement. But they do not

generate sales. The critical missing

piece is the sales force providing their

authentic insights, and extending their

personal network:

� Marketing: Social Media Campaign

= Awareness

� Sales: Social Selling Campaign =

Deal Flow

The social selling campaign
The most effective way of social selling

is to partner with marketing and rally

your sales team around a compelling

event like a trade show, or a new

product/service release. This creates

a focused effort, or a social selling

campaign.

Your first social selling
campaign
Unlike most corporate initiatives, a

social selling campaign does not rely

on a centralized technology of sorts; it

can be implemented today by any

sales leader who is ready to unleash

the power of the sales force. Here is

how you start:

� Together with marketing, pick a

compelling event,

� Develop meaningful content that

matches your client’s journey,

� Introduce your sales force to social

selling with a training session,

� Let your sales force publish the

content on LinkedIn and Twitter.

It is time to get your shades out. The

future is bright!                                      �

And so, as sales professionals,

we find ourselves having to bid

on price, or worse, are not invited to

bid at all. If this sounds familiar, you

should consider a social selling

campaign.

How does social selling
work?
I don’t find myself buying a lot from

friends and peers, however, for most

purchases, I do consult with friends

and peers. And that is the key to

social selling. Social selling engages

your best asset, your sales team, to

spread the word around using their

sales expertise in combination with

their network.
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This article was written by Jacco van der Kooij.

To find out more about Jacco, visit:
http://futureofsalesisnow.com/

And so, as sales
professionals, we

find ourselves having
to bid on price, or

worse, are not invited
to bid at all.  If this

sounds familiar, you
should consider a

social selling
campaign.
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Why do we need
social selling?
Prospective buyers identify problems, discover needs, and create a list of prospective
solutions online, long before you get the call. They breeze through this based on
online search—instead of—leveraging the expertise and insights of sales
professionals, gained over a lifelong career. 

Jacco van der Kooij
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